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शीत ला मा: सजातीय एवं वजातीय वातावरण म सुगम यामवहा रक रसायन
व ान हे तु सरल उपकरण

सारांश:

भापअ क

के व करण एवं

काश रसाय नक

भाग म शीत

लां मा आधा रत

योगा मक सु वधाओं का कमीशन कर लया गया है (XI-XII योजना अव ध) ता क एकल एवं म
फेज वातावरण म मू त मूलक एवं उ तेिजत अव था
भी

त

इलेि

या माध ्यम म, क

तापमान एवं दाब के नकट व थाने डाईइलेि

क ड चाज वारा इले

ला मा और रासाय नक

े रत रासाय नक को लाया जा सके। कसी

ॉ् स एवं फोटो स ( < 10 eV
प से अ भ

क बै रयर सम थत

ये ्क) को बनाने वाल गैर-सा याव था

याशील आयन , उ तेिजत

जा तय एवं मु त मूलक

णक का नमाण होता है । अ भकारक का चयन एवं अ य जोड़े गए संघटक, अ यो य
डाईइलेि

क अ भल ण के

अ भकारक क
कृ् त नयि

या सतह,

कार, छतरायी हुई व युत ऊजा क दर एवं रा श, व भ न

वणता और अं तम उ पारद क नय मत अथवा अ ा पक रसाय नक से नवीन
त करता है ।, हमार

योगशाला के ा त प रणाम से इस तकनीक क वकास और

मता का संभा वत उपयोग पर काश डाला गया है । शीत लां मा रए टर डजाइन म नरं तर
सुधार और वा त वक-समय

णाल का आगामी अ भक पन, सं वरचन एवं समु चयन

के पथ पर है , िजसका ल य ऐसे रसायन व ान का यां क
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प से पर

ण करना है ।
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Introduction
The oft used word “plasma” in biology and physics define vastly dissimilar materials or
systems; hence its specific mention defines a univocal presence in application. Quite similar
to the broad definition of hot or thermal plasma in physics (relating to an overall neutral
gaseous medium at low pressures or/and at very high temperatures, randomly ionized, and
with existence of free electrons, positive ions and other neutral particles typically at thermal
equilibrium, i.e. Te ~ Tp & Tn, where T is a measure of the respective particle kinetic energy),
non-thermal or Cold Plasma defines a non-equilibrium condition near ambient temperature
and pressure, wherein the electron temperature >> heavy particles’ temperature, i.e. Te >> Tp
& Tn. Conditions in Cold Plasma otherwise also relate to randomly ionized but overall
neutral gaseous environ with existence of localized positive ions, free electrons, and emitted
VUV-Vis-near IR photons. As a result, the constituents of “Cold Plasma” and the available
photon energy can be explicated for chemistry research conducive for a myriad of
applications, mainly because of its adaptability and user selectivity in any reactions’
initiation, propagation, and targeted application. Keeping in view its utilitarian possibilities,
and uniting it with the knowledge and expertise otherwise garnered over the last three
decades in the related complementary science of radiation- and photochemistry, we have
diversified into and developed this new and exciting area into a working research facility in
the Radiation & Photochemistry Division, BARC. This report deals with the detailed progress
of last seven years, system developed, and also the upcoming facility.

In the last six decades, in the realm of mechanistic chemistry it has been demonstrated
that electronically excited species and free radical intermediates (together commonly termed
as reactive transients) actively participate to initiate and propagate chemistry in variety of
processes.

Frequently

therein

reactions

occur

in

microscopically

inhomogeneous

(heterogeneous) environment, with omnipresent one or more phase boundary. Few examples
of current quests include: chemical reactions in atmospheric hydro- and nonhydro-meteors,
environmental chemistry, chemistry in biology and health, catalysis, material surface
reactivity and modification etc., wherein yet unidentified physical and physicochemical steps
of reactant adsorption, partition and exchange, desorption etc. control the resulting chemistry.
Additionally, disparate chemical environments may exist independently within the two
separate phases, leading to phase dependent and quite dissimilar reaction propensities for any
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exchanged specie. Therefore, for true process evaluation and any subsequent control or
manipulation, detailed knowledge of phase specific reaction mechanisms are mandatory.
However, practical limitations yet allow mechanistic evaluation of only homogeneous
reactions in the laboratory, either in steady-state or time-resolved studies, thus lacking
holistic multiphase probing. Additionally, various ex situ energy sources commonly deployed
in such mimicking studies reveal incompatibility issues for a multiphase reaction
environment, thus mandating an appropriate in situ generation process.

In the realm of reactive transients' generation, the capability and contribution of
familiar electrical discharge process is known. Since it is mandatory to have a medium for
initiation and electrical conduction, a reaction environment may be suitably designed and
appended for such a purpose. However, common electrical discharge phenomena such as
spark, arc, or even lightning almost always heat the intervening medium to few kK (thermal
plasma), effectively breaking all bonds to destroy any chemical identity. Hence their utility in
the domain of chemistry have remained negligible. However, this scenario changes
completely when the unrestricted, free flow of charge (current) therein is throttled, which
simultaneously eliminate medium heating, while efficiently utilizing the deposited energy in
the medium for inducing chemical transformation(s). The most convenient and efficient
method to restrict the discharge current is by the use of dielectric barrier(s) in the path of
current flow, such as between two conducting electrodes at different potentials. The ensuing
Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) successfully generates in situ Cold Plasma, making it is
vastly amenable for its employment in inducing chemical changes.1-3 Compatibility of such a
generation system with mixed phase matrix also makes it quite valuable for innovative uses
and closely mimic various reaction environments, discussed above. The DBD science and
technology have a history of over 150 years, but remained sparsely researched till 1970s. In
1857 von Siemens, extending the earlier work of Schönbein, used a modified electric
discharge (referred by him as “electrolysis of the gas phase”) employing two charged glass
surfaces, and succeeded in ozone generation from oxygen that passed between such
surfaces.4-6 The underlying step-wise chemistry was realized much later, which took place via
the intermediacy of various excited neutrals, cations, and finally O-atom derived species
formed due to continuous, partial dissociation of oxygen. Later improvements in system
design, power supply, and evaluation of on-line energy input helped this technology to
become usable in a myriad of applications. For example, globally some of the current uses of
this process include: electrostatic precipitator to directly reduce ICE (internal combustion
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engine) exhaust NOx and VOC (volatile organic carbon),7 processing and mitigation of
SO2/NOx mixture in flue gases,8 development of excimer laser,9,10 recent use in plasma
display systems,11 and design of efficient lamps etc.12-14 Further use of this technology in
various other application areas and industry include analytical chemistry, biology and health,
nano-material fabrication and use, polymer surface modification, and towards a greener
environment (fuel reformation).15-24

In the XIth plan we had aimed to design and develop steady-state DBD based Cold
Plasma experimental facilities, and to research new and novel processes in chosen areas. The
details covering the development of individual Cold Plasma reactors for typical applications
and their deployment in utilitarian purposes are summarized in this report. Results obtained
highlight the novelty and efficacy of Cold Plasma in creation of new chemical routes; thus
we are motivated to relay its potential, and aim to sensitize various scientists and engineers in
their respective fields of research to probe and find new application and use, with innovative
design improvements to enhance targeted process efficiency. At the end of each study further
utilitarian possibilities are included. These are by no means exhaustive, and the reader may
try and test Cold Plasma for any desired purpose dealing with chemical change in a sample,
medium, or matrix, especially if all other conventional methods fail or are inadequate.
Further, in our area of research, the success so far has prompted us to propose the design and
development of a new experimental facility in the XIIth Plan period to attempt mechanistic
evaluation of the underlying reactions. A brief account is also included at the end in page 46.

Creation of Electrical Discharge
It is common knowledge that in a gaseous medium such as air, concentration of free
electrons (e-) and counter cations always exists at low levels of 104-105 mL-1 due to the
cosmic-ray background radiation, and some natural radioactivity.25 In the absence of any
dielectric barrier, when a low potential V volt is applied between two parallel conducting
electrode surfaces separated by distance d mm (electric field gradient = V/d Vmm-1), the
background electrons and ions contribute in a generally insignificant current flow. In the
overall neutral gas, the velocities of electrons and counter ions in equilibrium follow the
Maxwell distribution (1859) as a result of random elastic collisions,26 given by the relation
(1), where respectively v is the velocity, m is the mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
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thermodynamic temperature, and integrates to the number density per unit volume n respect
to dv.27
f(v) dv = 4nv2 (m/2kBT)1.5 exp (-mv2/2kBT) dv

(1)

Typical values are reported as: most probable velocity vm = (2kBT/m), the average velocity
<v> = (8kBT/m), and the vrms velocity = (3kBT/m), all of which depend on the respective
medium temperature and constituent mass. Literature reference is available for convenient
estimation of speed distribution for particle of any mass (amu) at any temperature, its
frequency of collision and the mean free path.28

Increase in amplitude of V allows the background electrons and ions to gain energy
continuously, and may reach values sufficient for separation from mutual influence to
accelerate in opposite directions towards appropriate electrodes. The applied electric field
helps to enhance the electron (and counter ion) energy by the following processes:

(a)

In a collision-free condition, the kinetic energy builds up continuously and the
instantaneous electron energy in eV is the product of V/d and the distance traveled by
the electron under its influence. For example, under the influence of a 1 kVmm-1
electric field the electron energy reaches 10 eV over a distance of 10 m.

(b)

Realistic collision conditions set the mean free path (average distance between
collisions with others)  for any particle, which is inversely proportional to the gas
pressure. Between two successive collisions  equals (2nD)-0.5, where D represents the
particle diameter. The vast difference between the mass and size of the electron and that
of any positive ion always results in extremely high mobility of the former, as compared
to the latter.

In air,  of small molecules is ~ 0.1 m. Electrons being much smaller, their average
distance between colliding with molecules is reported to be ~ 0.54 µm. Therefore, under the
influence of 1 kV mm-1 field, electron energy gets incremented by ~ 0.5av eV in each
acceleration event. When the gas pressure is high, an electron collides elastically with many
different gas molecules as it travels towards the anode. In such an elastic collision an electron
also loses, on the average ~ 2.7m/M of its energy due to redistribution, where M and m
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respectively are the atomic/molecular and the electronic mass.25,29,30 Each collision also
randomizes the electron direction, thereby occasionally it is reflected backwards towards the
cathode, and is decelerated by the field. Hence, in reality the electric field may not always
accelerate the electron. After many collisions, and random, incremental addition to its energy,
an electron acquires sufficient energy to transfer a large fraction of it to ionize a target gas
molecule T by an inelastic collision, and produce a secondary electron: e- + T (T *) T + +
2e-; thereby its own energy also gets reduced drastically. Repeat incremental accelerations
and energy gains occur for either electron. As a result, within the medium electrons with
characteristic energy distribution results from the statistical equilibrium between the energies
gained in the field and lost at various types of collisions. Currently, it is possible to estimate
such electron energy under various conditions and matrices utilizing software available free
in the web. The software package BOLSIG+ has been developed by Gerjan Hagelaar of the
Laboratoire Plasma et Conversion d'Energie (LAPLACE), Universite Paul Sabatier, France.31

As the number of free electrons under the influence of an applied field increases due
to successive ionizing collisions with gas molecules, constellate of electrons are created
before reaching the anode. Simultaneously, the cathode receives a bunch of slowly moving
positive ions, which get neutralized on its surface. Frequently, this interaction may eject a
small fraction of electrons, which also accelerate towards the anode. (In effect, a temporary
increase of the original large current pulse by a smaller magnitude occurs.) With the passage
of time, rapid growth of in situ electron number vastly increases the current above
background level (due to cosmic ray and natural radioactivity). Creation of this electron
avalanche is known as dark (no light produced) or Townsend discharge.32

As a localized electron avalanche develops between the charged metal electrodes, its
space-charge enfold continuously enhances the electric field at its head. It has been reported
that when the space charge field (with > 108 ions mL-1) becomes comparable to the applied
field V/d, the Townsend discharge transforms to a streamer discharge due to medium
breakdown.33 This self-sustained type of discharge becomes noticeable due to medium
heating and light emission (crackling noise with spark). The potential difference between the
cathode and anode at the onset of such activity equals to a sparking potential, and the path
between the cathode and anode becomes conducting with rapidly multiplying number of
electrons and positive ions of the intervening gas. Under favorable conditions of unrestricted
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circuit current, a weak spark further grows in power; the ion bombardment makes the
electrode heat up, melt, and may even participate in thermionic emission, resulting in a high
ampere arc. A typical example is the operation of a high-pressure xenon arc lamp.
Paschen's law34 empirically describes the breakdown of a spark gap with respect to
the electrode shape and smoothness, separation and the pressure of the surrounding gas, in the
absence of other contributing factors like radiation, impurity etc. In general, at normal
temperature and pressure, the breakdown voltage, Vbd required to produce a spark in a
specific gas with spherical electrode tips is proportional to the product of the pressure (p) and
charge surface (i.e. electrode) separation (d) (when mm - cm), as shown in relation (2):
Vbd = a×(p×d) / (ln(p×d) + b)

(2)

Wherein, a and b depend on the gas composition. Typically, for dry air at STP the reported
values are: a = 365 Vcm-1torr-1, b = 1.18, Vbd ~ 3.5 kVmm-1. The values of a and b for other
commonly employed gases are: He - 34 & 0.24; Ar - 180 & 0.94; H2 - 130 & 0.41; N2 - 310
& 0.77; CO2 - 465 & 1.6. Low values for helium suggest its comparatively easier breakdown.

Fig.1. Paschen breakdown plots for different gases. For a gas-gap of 1 cm, one atm. pressure
data fall on the dashed lines.
In Fig.1 Paschen breakdown of different gases are compared. It needs to be noted that
the subtle differences for the respective breakdown voltage values occur due to intrinsic
differences in the electron-impact ionization processes within the medium, discussed above.
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For example, the combined effect of energy requirement of the ionization step, mean free
path of electron in the particular gaseous medium, electronegativity of the gas component(s)
(high b suggest higher electronegativity), purity of the matrix (moisture increases Vbd), and
the electrode surface (curvature, smoothness, irregular oxide coat) decide the Vbd magnitude.

For any gas at lower pressures its breakdown tends to occur at higher potentials.
Therein, although the electron mean free path becomes longer and allow electrons to gain
more energy before each encounter, only a few ionizing collisions occur. A greater voltage is
therefore required to assure ionization of enough gas molecules to achieve the number density
for starting an avalanche. On the other hand, as the gas pressure gradually increases,
electrons tend to lose energy too frequently due to increasing number of collisions. Hence, to
sustain an avalanche, the magnitude of the required voltage increases continuously, after
reaching a balancing minimum. (In this presentation low-pressure conditions are not
considered; deals with conditions near atmospheric temperature and pressure, NTP.)

Dielectric Barrier Discharge
In the above situation, discharge modification from spark to arc occurs if the electrode
surfaces are of conducting nature, which allow high current (> 10n A mm-2) to flow
continuously. However, either if one or both electrodes is/are coated with layer(s) of
dielectric material, or a dielectric barrier is placed in between, then the applied potential
only succeeds in effectively polarizing the surface(s) of each dielectric layer(s), prevents free
flow of charge carriers within, and severely restricts the system current. During discharge,
since only dielectric surface charge neutralizations occur due to current flow, its density is
automatically restricted below the threshold for arcing, and the discharge processes remain
nanosecond pulsed events. Thus, unlike spark, arc, or lightning, minimal medium heating and
absence of crackling noise prevail. The dielectric layer(s) evidently influence the resulting
discharge physical characteristics, and the process gets a unique identity as Dielectric Barrier
Discharge (also known as Barrier Discharge or Silent Discharge, a term coined by Andrews
and Tait in 1860,35 to stress upon the presence of desirable characteristics for its deployment
as an efficient energy source in chemical studies). The plasma (term to represent ionized gas)
generation conditions within ensures a relatively low average temperature of the neutral gas
(~ 300 K) in contrast to a significantly higher kinetic temperature of the electrons, ~ 10 eV or
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116045 K (1 eV  11604.5 K; e- energy = 1.602 × 10-19 J and kB = 1.381 × 10-23 J/K ). Thus
DBD is a prolific source of Cold Plasma (non-thermal or non-equilibrium plasma).36

Typical chemically inactive barrier materials like glass (pyrex, quartz), alumina, mica
etc., are freely deployment as dielectrics. The reported relative permittivity (and dielectric
strength or breakdown voltage @ kVmm-1) values are: pyrex 4.6 (14), quartz 3.8 (8), alumina
9.1 (16.9), mica 5 (> 100) as compared to dry air: 1.0006 (3.4). In combination with their
good mechanical strength and easy availability, the user gets ample choice to design any
proposed DBD reactor.

In Fig.2 few popular and widely employed DBD reactors’ basic designs are shown.
These are characterized by the presence of at least one dielectric barrier layer (SD) between
two planar or cylindrical (coaxial, concentric) metal electrodes. Other configurations with
double dielectric layers (DD) are also used frequently.

Fig.2. DBD common used parallel and concentric geometry configuration for Volume
discharge (left), and co-planer surface configuration for Surface discharge (right).
Like any other electrical discharge, the discharge current characteristics are also found
to be dependent on individual gas compositions and pressure, discharge surface and its
curvature, and reactor configuration, the frequency of the applied voltage, and field polarity.
The discharge in DBD initiated over the (smaller of the two if unequal) surface area consists
of a large number of randomly generated, narrow but closely spaced, independent current
filaments or micro-discharges.37
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Three distinct steps define such filaments:

a. First, as before the local random electrical breakdown of gas in presence of adequate
electric field initiates electron acceleration to create an electron avalanche as it moves
towards the anode in nanosecond time scales, while the counter ions with smaller drift
velocity remain almost stationary. Charge diffusion at the head of the electron avalanche
takes the shape of a hemi-sphere, while the ion cloud at the cathode side takes the shape of a
cone.38-40

b. When the applied voltage is high enough to overcome the transient local electric field of
the accumulated opposing charge in avalanches, transport of separated charge across the gap
creates a transitory current pulse streamer at sub-nanosecond time scales. Opposite streamer
propagation from anode to the cathode attract additional avalanches, and their mutual
interaction energy is partly employed to electronically excite the gas molecules; consequently
their partial de-excitation leads to emission of VUV-Vis-near IR photons. Channel streamers
regularly strike at the same dielectric barrier surface location at subsequent voltage up-down
(or change of surface polarity) cycle due to a memory effect caused by comparatively slower
charge delocalization or redistribution on the solid dielectric surface and sub-surface. The
memory effect, present only in DBDs also persists due to residual charges and excited species
in the micro-discharge channel.

c. Plasma generation and electrical conductivity gets restricted into these micro-discharge
columns, while the space in between is not overtly ionized. Fig.3 bottom shows a picture of
dust-enhanced DBD streamers, and the top elaborates on the generation of micro-discharges
within the plasma zone, via absorption of energy by the diluent gas (R), and consequent
production of a soup of photons, excited species, ionized gas molecules, free radicals, atoms,
small ionic clusters (h and reactive transients Rn+, R*, R) etc. constituting the Cold Plasma.
Each of these constituents forms with different and distinct kinetics, and subsequently
independently diffuses out of the narrow filamentary regions, and initiate physicochemical
changes and chemical reactions. The matrix constituents, including any phase-boundary
present in such streamer path actually define and control the ensuing chemical processes.
Thus, either by choosing the reactant(s) within the gas stream prior to discharge, or by
suitable coating one of the two dielectric surfaces, or even by interposing reactants in
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different phases such as gas-solid or gas-liquid as packed bed, both homogeneous and
heterogeneous (i.e. surface) reaction conditions are achieved. Table 1 lists typical microdischarge characteristics in air near RTP.39,40

+

*



Fig.3. Generation of micro-discharge in DBD, and typical reactive species (R , R , R )
generation within with simultaneous emission of photons.
Table 1. Typical characteristics of DBD generated micro-discharge channel in air.
Parameter
Microchannel radius
Microdischarge duration
Maximum electron density
Reduced electric field
Maximum electron temperature
Total charge
Electron drift velocity
Peak current
Filament temperature

Typical Value
~ 100 m
 10 ns
14
-1
~ 10 mL (core; 10-3 lower @ periphery)
≥ 100 Tda
 10 eV or 116045 K
0.1 to 1 nC
~ 2  105 m s-1
100 mA
5 to 10 K higher av. gas temperature rise

a

Reduced electric field (REF) is an oft used parameter in DBD and is defined = E / n Td
(Townsend  10-17 V cm2); where E = GGV (V cm-1 between the two dielectric surfaces as
explained later), and n = number of gas molecules cm-3 inside the DBD volume (246.84 
1017 at 298 K, 1 atm. pressure). Typically, for the chosen DBD reactor geometry @ 3 kV mm1
applied voltage, the REF  106.5 Td.
Due to capacitive coupling of the dielectric material to the gas gap, DBDs are driven
by alternating feed voltage (AC, with mandatory leading voltage ramp  105 Vs-1,) and by
pulsed DC voltages, but not DC. In last 30 years, with regular technological improvements in
power application and its temporal control, it is now possible to use ultra-fast, ns fwhm HV
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pulses, thus making this methodology amenable not only for steady-state product formation
chemistry, but also for unraveling various types of intermediary transients’ creation and their
temporal participation in homogeneous and heterogeneous ex situ environments. Since large
variety of individual reactive species can be obtained with appropriate selection of the major
component of the flow-gas, desired chemistry in many directions may be probed following
different chosen routes. A vast array of literature on related methodological aspects aptly
discusses the DBD discharge science in detail.1,40-42

RPCD Cold Plasma Experimental Setups & Protocols

Radiation & Photochemistry Division DBD based Cold Plasma research facilities are
designed with two objectives. The steady-state (SS) experiments deal with creation of one or
more products, while the currently in progress pulsed DBD based set up proposes generation
and study of transient intermediates and probing of reaction pathways. A brief account of the
latter time resolved system design is included at the end of this report on page 47, which
deals with time-resolved optical measurements of transients in UV-Vis-near IR.

The physical characteristics of DBD reactors are crucial for an intended experimental
requirement. Such designs are based on various input parameters. In addition to a mandatory
safe design for handling, a pre-check on availability and adaptability of common dielectric
materials for appropriate fabrication and assembly, its detachable assemblage, compatibility
with different HV sources for fault-free long-time use, and seamless connectivity with
analytical system(s) are also vital. Fig.4 presents various types of Cold Plasma reactors
designed, developed, and used for different purposes. These include planar, as well as
concentric geometry designs, with variable gas-gap from 1 to 10 mm, which allowed use of
selective homogeneous and heterogeneous samples. Typical samples studied include: gas
mixtures, gas over liquid surface or film, gas in or over solid samples (including reactant or
catalyst) etc. Gas inlet and outlet points were typically positioned at the opposite ends, while
the flow rates were maintained within 5 - 1000 mL min-1. Detachable reactor designs helped
in quick interchange and assembly of different parts when needed, and were necessary for
reactor cleaning and convenient collection of any dielectric surface-deposit product after an
experiment. It also helped to introduce various types of liquids and solutions, packing
materials, surfaces, solid reactants etc. including beads, porous, spongy or wooly samples
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before the initiation of DBD. After the end of experiments these were withdrawn for analysis.
Liquid samples were introduced as required using a peristaltic pump or gravity flow.

Fig.4. Various DBD based Cold Plasma reactors include 1. Concentric double dielectric
(DD) for gaseous samples and parallel use; 2. Concentric DD gas through solid; 3. Concentric
single dielectric (SD) stopped-flow gas and liquid; 4. Planar DD gas and dropping liquid; 5.
Planar SD gas and liquid/solid/mixed; 6. Planar DD gas for spectrophotometry/optical
emission spectroscopy. Dielectric thickness in all cases: 1 - 1.5 mm.

AC high voltage supplies used include 50 Hz step up transformer based local Delta
make 6 kVrms (500 W) and 15 kVrms (250 W), and medium frequency near sine wave supplied
by Autosys 5 kVrms (100 W) 2 to 10 kHz, Ionics 7 kVrms (150 W) 10 – 50 kHz, Redline
Technology, GmBH 7.5 kVrms (250 W) 5 – 150 kHz, and locally designed Technical Physics
Division made 7.5 kVrms (30 W) 20 kHz supply. All connections were made using 5 mm
thick TeflonTM shielded banana quick-connectors, employing HV cable rating 20 kVDC or
higher and further encased in TygonTM or silicone tubing of wall thickness 1 – 2 mm. The
working HV amplitude was set between 1.5 and 4.5 kVrms mm-1 of gas-gap.
Various on-line and off-line product analysis protocols have been incorporated so far
with our Cold Plasma experiments. The on-line facilities include: Thermo Scientific Gas
Chromatography (GC) for volatile (up to 250 C bp) inorganics and organics employing
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TCD, FID, and PID detection, Lab-kit UV-Vis spectrophotometry with 5 cm path length cell
covering 200 – 1100 nm, Optical emission spectrophotometry (OES) with SOLAR TII, Ltd
spectrometer Model SL40-2-3648USB covering 200 – 1100 nm. Off-line analyses include
Thermo Scientific GC-MS for volatile organics (up to 300 C bp) to confirm various
products’ chemical identity, specific wet-chemical sampling cum analysis of selected gaseous
products, and typical analytical tests for liquid and solid products including contact angle
measurements for change in solid film’s hydrophilicity, FTIR for change in surface
characteristics, and XRD for solid samples.

Quantitative measurement of Electric Power Dissipation
Equivalent Circuit in DBD: In order to correlate and compare the performance of one
Cold Plasma reactor with another, and to quantify various products’ yield to their respective
reaction efficiencies, it is mandatory that the electrical energy dissipation in each AC cycle be
simultaneously and suitably recorded. Quantification of the absorbed energy is made
following the well accepted procedure below.

Fig.5. Protocols for estimation of typical gas-gap voltage GGV (= VB-C) with respect to Va in
a concentric DD reactor. Sub-script o refers to outside and sub-script i refers to inside in all
cases of radii. Estimated GGV = 8.78 kV @ Va = 10 kV.
First, it is essential to note that due to the presence of one or two dielectric layer(s) the
crucial gas-gap voltage (GGV) is always less than the applied voltage (Va), as the various
materials used in DBD reactors’ fabrication represent an equivalent series load of two (for
SD) or three (for DD) capacitors. For example, for concentric DD design, the equivalent
electric circuit based on series (static) capacitance shown in Fig.5 helps to estimate the
practical GGV from the known Va value, which is displayed on the supply unit. For
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concentric geometry reactor the GGV value at any set Va is conveniently estimated using
ready formulae on static capacitances for concentric surfaces available in the literature,
taking Pyrex  = 4.6.43 The relation of net circuit capacitance, Cnet is given by the relation (3),
wherein the static capacitances CCD, CBC and CAB respectively refer to the inner dielectric, the
gaseous medium, and the outer dielectric surface, while Ro / Ri respectively denote outer /
inner radius of each layer of dielectric constant or relative permittivity .44
1/Cnet = 1/CCD + 1/CBC + 1/CAB

(3)

In the typical case shown in Fig. 5 the estimated capacitance values are: CCD = 114.7
pF; CBC = 16.5 pF; CAB = 131.8 pF. Using relation (3) the value of Cnet is obtained = 7.5 pF,
and Qnet = 75000 pC @ Va of 10 kV. Prevailing voltage (Qnet / Cxy) across each surface is: VDC

~ 654 V; VC-B ~ 8777 V; and VB-A ~ 569 V, which reveals the GGV to be ~ 87.8 % of Va.

Increase in the dielectrics’ thickness decreases its capacitance, and reduce the gas-gap
voltage, thus dielectric thickness needs suitable optimization vis-à-vis its physical strength.
On the other hand, increase of gas-gap increases the GGV across it. However, since the
applied field strength, V mm-1 is the critical parameter, an optimum gas-gap is also desirable.

Fig.6. Estimation of typical gas-gap voltage GGV (= VB-C) with respect to 10 kV applied
voltage in a selected parallel configuration DD reactor. Estimated GGV = 7.5 kV @ Va = 10
kV.
It may also be noted that for other DBD reactor designs such as concentric SD or
parallel-plate geometry (with one or two layers), the respective GGV may be similarly
estimated from respective equivalent circuits. For the parallel-plate type, the respective
dielectric layer capacitance is given by the relation: Cparallel =   8.854  10-12  A / T pF,
where A refers to the overlapping plate surface area (mm2) and T is layer thickness (mm).45
The prevailing GGV shown in Fig.6 is then obtained following similar protocols as above.
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For example, GGV is ~ 75 % of Va when pyrex plates in DD have thickness 1.5 mm each,
and gas-gap is 2 mm of Ar. Thus, in all cases the GGV value may be suitably estimated.

Energy Dissipation in one AC Cycle: Dissipation of energy in the DBD reactor per AC
cycle is conveniently estimated from the time-tested methodology of measuring current and
voltage across charged surfaces, based on a simple measurement circuit as proposed by
Manley in 1943.46-48 This power recording circuit shown in Fig.7 (i-V unit) for this purpose is
assembled locally. The current (i) at the Va from it are simultaneously traced on two channels
of TDS 3052C Digital Phosphor oscilloscope (OSC).

Fig.7. DBD Power recording circuit.

Typical OSC traces recorded are shown in Fig.8, top and bottom. The current trace
shown in the top plot appears when the 10 k resistance shown in Fig.7 is connected in line
by the 2-way switch. Ignition of the discharge occurs when the GGV reaches the breakdown
voltage, Vbd. The multi-peak pattern of the discharge current correlates to the random,
independent streamer discharge characteristic discussed in Fig.3. Each of these ns current
pulses, after striking a charged electrode surface area, neutralizes the localized surface charge
and its current extinguishes. However, under the influence of the persisting applied electric
field (of ms to s duration, depending on AC frequency), the dielectric surface local area
instantly gets re-polarized and adequately charged to receive the next current pulse. Such
multitude of localized charging-neutralization events continue randomly for the half cycle,
producing the comb-like current pattern on OSC.49 Interestingly, the concentric geometry
reactor used is responsible for the difference in current patterns of first and third quarter,
wherein the current density (per unit electrode surface area) are noticeably dissimilar due to
disparate surface curvatures. (At low gas flow rates in use the filamentary nature of discharge
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is not disturbed. Only at very high gas flow rates the discharge pattern changes to a diffused
and homogeneous type. Consequently the discharge current temporal profile recorded on an
oscilloscope transforms from such multi to a single, broad current pulse in the appropriate
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Fig.8. Oscilloscope traces for discharge voltage and instantaneous current in one AC cycle
when 10 k resistance in the LV line of power unit is connected (top). Oscilloscope traces
for discharge voltage and capacitor charge in one AC cycle when 0.2 F capacitor is
connected (bottom).
In the above simplified representation so far another crucial contributing parameter
has not been discussed. For a complete picture, it is mandatory to include the dischargeinduced random, locally fluctuating and microscopically localized dielectric surface memory
voltage, which modifies the discharge current. It relates to a momentary reduction in
dielectric surface voltage by additional charge deposition of opposite polarity due to counter
ion bombardment. In every half cycle such charge deposition ultimately reduces the effective
electric field in the gas-gap, and the discharge extinguishes after a certain time interval,
depending on the applied voltage waveform leading-edge ramp (V s-1) and the dielectric
material(s) property. In any cycle it always occurs repetitively. The effective reduction in
GGV matches a simultaneous increase of the voltage across dielectric(s) by the same
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magnitude, and ensures a substantial reduction of the current density within gaseous medium.
Though one half of the free charges transferred in one half cycle neutralize the memory
charges from the previous half cycle, the other half remain as fresh memory charges of
opposite polarity for the next half cycle. Alternating applied voltage ensures continuance of
these neutralization-charging processes. It may be noted that when the applied voltage nears
zero, as it happens in every cycle twice, the prevailing (non-zero) gap voltage due to the
memory voltage assist in the next breakdown.50-52 The extinction of the discharge takes place
as the d(GGV)/dt  0 as the counteracting electric field due to surface charge accumulation
matches further increase in the applied voltage. Thus, as shown in Fig.8: top, in the second
and fourth quarter of AC cycle discharge current pulses do not exist. Otherwise, the total
system current, which is made up of the capacitive displacement current (present even if no
plasma is generated due to finite cable capacitance, dielectric capacitance, gas-gap
capacitance), the conduction current (variable, starts as soon as the discharge ignition occurs),
and the desired discharge current is measured as DBD current.53 The noticeable phase
difference between the applied voltage and discharge current also appear due to the total
capacitance of the DBD reactor.

The instantaneous Va and i (DBD reactor discharge current) traced on the oscilloscope
are as follows. Va  VCh-I  20000 V; i  VCh-II / 10000 A, wherein the numerical values
20000 and 10000 respectively represent the voltage divider ratio and the series resistance in
i-V power recording unit in Fig. 7. The current trace shown in Fig.8 bottom is recorded when
the 0.2 F capacitor is connected in line with the DBD reactor, and the varying discharge
current thereby causes instantaneous capacitor charge (Cap.Chargeinst) to fluctuate
accordingly. Then the instantaneous voltage recorded, VCh-II is related to it by the formula (4),
while the energy dissipated in each AC cycle, Ecycle is obtained following the equation (5).
Cap.Chargeinst  VCh-II  Capacitance C

(4)

Ecycle = 0.5  Cap.Chargeinst  Va2 J

(5)

Ecycle is graphically related to the area enclosed within the Lissajous’ plot of the instantaneous
capacitor Cap.Chargeinst vs. Va, shown in Fig.9. The Lissajous’ plot Area is conveniently
made employing the Shoelace or Gauss area formula (6):
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Area = 0.5  (x1,y2 + x2,y3 +. . .+ xn-1,yn + xn,y1 – x2,y1 – x3,y2 - . . .- xn,yn-1- x1,yn)

(6)

where, n = number of sides in the (best-fit) polygon, and (xi,yi), i = 1, ,..., n are the vertices of
the polygon. Thus, energy dissipated in 1 sec is obtained as Area  Hz (W). A program to
estimate the Lissajous’ area directly from such OSC data is available with the author.

It may be noted that increasing the Va (or the GGV) not only increases the area within
the Lissajous’ diagram, the slopes of the lines represented by (x2,y2) - (x4,y4) and (x5,y5) (x1,y1) also increase. The latter occurs as smaller number of random discharge filaments
formed at lower ignition voltage continuously increase in number, to finally cover the whole
electrode area.54

Fig.9. Lissajous’ plot of capacitor charge vs. applied voltage; electrical energy dissipation in
one AC cycle equals the enclosed area. Lines drawn connecting various (x,y) values represent
the best overlaid polygon.

Estimation of Product Yield, G(product)
Following the concept of G-value used in Radiation Chemistry to define a reaction product
yield, in Cold Plasma measurements too the G(productgas) is defined as the number of
product molecules formed from absorption of 100 eV energy, or as mol J-1. While products’
concentrations may be estimated in various ways, typical example of G(productgas) estimation
from the experimental parameters is as follows.
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Productgas concentration = C ppm or C × 2.47 × 1013 molecules mL-1 (molar volume at RTP,
i.e. 1 atm. pressure and 298 K = 24400 mL (1 mole = 6.023 × 1023 molecule).
1. Estimated energy in one AC cycle, e.g. P J from Lissajous’ Fig.(V-i) as above. For
accuracy, the value of P is normalized by the factor Va is reduced to GGV i.e. (P ×
GGV/ Va) J.
2. AC frequency, e.g. Hz s-1, and
3. Assuming laminar gas flow inside the DBD reactor (typically for gas vol = v mL, at
gas flow rate e.g. r mL min-1 or (r / 60) mL s-1, a molecule resides for (60 × v / r) s
(gas residence time, GRT) before exiting the reactor volume.
At RTP, v mL gas volume contain (v × 4.1 × 10-5) mole of gas, the C ppm of product in v
mL gas translates to a value of (C × v × 2.47 × 1013) product molecule, or (C × v × 4.1 × 1011

) product mole. On the other hand, the energy dissipated in unit GRT is (P × GGV  Hz 

60 × v) / (Va × r) J.
Thus, (C × v × 2.47 × 1013) × (Va × r) molecules are produced from absorption of (P × GVV
× Hz × 60 × v) J, or
G(productgas) = (C × Va × r × 4.1 × 1011) / (P × GVV × Hz) molecules J-1
Taking 1 J = 6.2415 × 1018 eV,
G(productgas) = (C × Va × r) × 6.57 × 10-6 / (P × GVV × Hz) molecules per 100 eV-1.
Alternately, G(productgas) = (C × Va × r × 6.8 × 10-7) / (P × GVV × Hz) mol / J in SI units.
Infrequently G(productgas) is also expressed as ppm / Wh / Nm3 in the literature. Thus, the
above estimate of G(productgas) = (C × Va × r) × 53.6 × 10-12 / (P × GVV × Hz) ppm / Wh /
Nm3. The G(product) of other species (solid deposit) may be similarly estimated from
individual concentrations.

Cold Plasma in Utilitarian Chemistry
The simple and inexpensive experimental setups with necessary data handling protocols
presented above are translated into a variety of R&D activities in our laboratory, covering
wide range of quantitative applications in homogeneous and heterogeneous environment,
such as (i) organic and (ii) inorganic pollutant mitigation and formation of utilizable reaction
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products; (iii) novel chemistry; (iv) facile chemical transformation to value products; (v)
product selectivity and control; (vi) polymer film surface modification for increasing
hydrophilicity; (vii) killing of bacteria and other biological application etc. These studies are
summarized below to highlight and suggest wide ranging use of Cold Plasma. It may
however be noted that its utilitarian nature goes beyond this limited list, possibly including
areas beyond the reach of conventional chemical reaction initiation methods. Fig.10 shows
one distinctive experimental set up for gas and gas-solid experimental measurements.

Fig.10. DBD based typical experimental set up with on-line sample preparation, power
dissipation and product measurements.
Monatomic argon (Ar) was the most common choice as the diluent or carrier gas in
these experiments due to its chemical neutrality and convenient availability in pure state
(Praxair, 99.99%). More significantly, its use also ensured higher energy efficiency for
ionization routes due to the absence of any heat loss in it via vibrational-rotational deexcitation modes, which otherwise occur in multi-atomic gases line N2, O2, CO2 etc. Lower
Vbd value for argon (Fig.1, as for other monatomic gases like helium, neon) allowed
measurements at comparatively lower Va. Finally, its chemical neutrality (like helium, which
was employed periodically) ensured that products' formation were not chemically influenced
or altered (unlike in nitrogen, air etc.).

Various past Ar based Cold Plasma studies have revealed generation and nature of
transient species inside the micro discharge current filaments (e.g. e-, Arn*, n = 1 to 3; Arm+,
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m = 1, 2; Ar-, etc.) and emission of intense  126 nm (or ~ 10 eV) VUV photons, in reactions
(7) and (8).14, 55-60
e- + nAr CP (Ar**)  Arn+ + 2e- (n = 1/2)

(7)

e- + Arn+ CP Arn**  h + nAr

(8)

The respective maximum electron temperature and electron density values within the random
discharge filaments and near the electrode regions were reported to be ~ 10 eV and 1011 to
1015 mL-1 depending on the Va etc. Thus, it is expected that within the confines of the plasma
zone, subsequent bulk chemistry of any added chemical would be mainly initiated by Arn+
which diffuse out of the channel volume, and the VUV which may be readily absorbed by
other reactants. Only in some specific cases, e.g. in presence of a electrophilic moiety e- may
be directly responsible, but clear segregation of various reaction types is not yet possible.
Thus, rich opportunity exists for theoretical evaluations of various reactions initiation.

Study A. Enhanced Ozone Yield with Dielectric Packing
Ozone is generated from air or oxygen employing UV light, electrolysis, and also DBD based
Cold Plasma. The latter methodology has overtaken others due to its easy scale up, and
simple and cost-effective operation. (For its historical importance, ozone generation
efficiency is considered to be a checkmark for SS Cold Plasma setup.) Widespread and ever
increasing use of ozone in various industries and applications however mandate continued
research for improvement in generation efficiency. The analysts forecast the Global Ozone
Generation Technology market to grow at 7.1 percent over the period 2014-2019 to cross
US$ 1 billlion.61 In this context design improvements of reactors, nature of supplied power,
choice of dielectric material, gas composition and flow protocols etc. are being probed
constantly for better economics.62 Lately it has also been recognized that use of different
dielectric packing materials may produce further enhancement in ozone yield, G(O3) due to a
host of supportive properties like favorable modification of local surface electrical
characteristics, gas absorptivity leading to selective reactant trapping, added reactivity due to
catalysis, and higher degree of chemical transformation.63 We have recently assessed
performance of some common porous and nonporous column packing materials like zeolite
molecular sieve 13X pellets (obtained from Union Carbide, formula: 4/5CaO· 1/5Na2O·
Al2O3· (2.8± 0.2) SiO2·(6-7)H2O with tetrahedral SiO4 & AlO4 ionic backbone, pore diameter
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~ 7.8 Å, cavity diameter ~ 13 Å, thermally activated at 400 C for 4 hr), Pyrex beads
(Aldrich), Pyrex wool (Sigma), and in-house manufactured TiO2-beads, which offered
differential reactive surfaces, nano cavities, photo-catalytic behavior, and dissimilar ionic
environments. Their utility was evaluated in conjunction with varied gas composition, flow
rate, and electrical inputs.64 These studies were carried out with mixtures of 3 – 21% O2 in
argon. In addition to reactions (7) and (8), further reactions towards ozone generation therein
are shown in reactions (A1) - (A8).38
e- + O2  e- + O2* (A3u+ and B3u-)

(A1)

Ar* + O2  O2*

(A2)

O2*  O (3P) from A3u+ or B3u- + O (1D) from B3u-

(A3)

O (3P) + O2  O3

(A4)

Subsequent to O3 generation, due to its finite gas-residence time of few seconds within the
discharge volume, partial decomposition also occurred following reactions (A5) – (A8).
O3  h  O2 (1g) + O (1D)

(A5)

e- + O3  e- + O3*

(A6)

O3*  O + O2

(A7)

O + O3*  2O2

(A8)

Herein, h of 200 – 300 nm was also produced in situ due to O2* de-excitation.65 Therefore,
the O3 concentration level resulted from a subtle balance of energy dissipation inside the
DBD reactor volume, fractional energy loss as heat, various species’ in situ concentrations,
and their relative chemical formation and decomposition reaction propensities.

Ozone concentration was measured on-line spectrophotometrically in a 10 cm path
length Suprasil flow cell with respect to its 253.6 nm absorption.66 The cell was placed
downstream of the DBD reactor. All gas-line connections were made using 3 mm diameter
(1.6 mm ID) PTFETM tube. Gas-phase ozone concentration C in ppm, was readily obtained
using the relation (A9).67
C = (1 / 0)  (Tex / 273.16)  (760 / Pex)  (A253.6 / Lspec)  106
wherein,
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(A9)

0 = 134 atm-1 cm-1 (O3 absorptivity at 293.16 °K & 1 atm. Pressure)
Tex (°K) = experimental temperature (~ 298 °K)
Pex (mm Hg) = atmospheric pressure (~ 760 mm)
A253.6 = absorbance measured at peak 253.6 nm
Lspec (cm) = spectrophotometer cell optical path (10 cm)
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Fig.11. O3 concentration versus applied voltage without any packing for different O2
concentrations in the working gas, at total gas flow rate 1.67 mL s-1 in discharge gap 2.8 mm,
for 50 Hz or 5 kHz operation: () 3% O2 at 50 Hz; (O) 10% at 50 Hz; () 21% at 50 Hz;
() 3% at 5 kHz.
Results in Fig.11 summarize the observations and general conclusions, including a
comparison of ozone generation at different AC frequencies in the absence of packing
materials. O3 output increased with increase in applied voltage beyond the medium
breakdown condition, as expected. With increasing O2 % in the gas mixture, the minimum
value of Va or GGV for initiation of O3 generation increased (Paschen curve, Fig. 1), but later
at any suitably high Vd comparatively higher amount of O3 generation was observed. This
operational restriction put a limit to the optimum O2% level for use with diluent. Results also
suggest that in lower Va or GGV range, AC frequency at 50 Hz was more efficient than at
kHz range.

In these measurements the gaseous energy density (dependent on the gas-volume and
flow rate) was an indicative parameter of O3 generation efficiency. With use of different
packing materials, the discharge environment, and consequently the energy deposition
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process was altered. The respective temporal variations of current and voltage as traced on
oscilloscope or corresponding Lissajous’ plots (not shown) lucidly highlight this vastly
dissimilar in situ discharge characteristics due the respective micro environments. As a result,
various reaction propensities changed to influence the overall O3 generation.

No packing
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Fig.12. Plot of G(O3) vs. Energy Density under different conditions. Dashed region highlights
distinctive energy-efficient response of TiO2 packing even at kHz AC frequency. When other
packing materials are used, at kHz AC frequency the energy density remains > 200 mJ mL-1.
Using results obtained without packing as benchmarks, the following conclusions
were drawn. Packing materials reduced the gas-volume, and therefore the gas residence time,
and also changed the energy density. In case of porous MS-13X, its overall contribution
remained negative due to restricted local concentrations and non-homogeneous gas diffusion
inside the pores, affecting the homogeneous reaction kinetics. However, higher heat capacity
of the packing caused partial O3 decomposition. Pyrex beads, Pyrex wool and TiO2 caused
increase in reactive surface area within the reactor, and also increased the local field strength
within the variable gas-gaps between the beads due to multiple series capacitance effect. A
large TiO2 κ value (85 at 1 MHz) especially caused a significant increase of O3 yield due to
more efficient local GGV within such random mini gas-gaps. However the best user-friendly
condition occurred with use of porous TiO2 beads since its surface also contributed in photocatalysis due to the VUV emitted in situ.68 Therefore, energy utilization efficiency increased
significantly irrespective of variations in experimental parameters, and a moderate to high
G(O3) value was achieved. Thus, judicious deployment of packing material emerges as a
simple and effective procedure for efficient increase of product concentration and yield to
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suit different applications. In these measurements while ozone concentration varied over 16 –
980 ppm range, the G(O3) could be independently controllable over three orders of
magnitude, from 0.002 to 2.020 µmol J-1. These results are summarized in Fig.12.

Conclusion of this study: Gas phase transformations can be modified and enhanced
employing porous ionic packing materials (with high κ value), which in addition to providing
significantly larger in situ surface area leading to catalysis or volume for confinement, also
favorably modify the micro discharge properties by increasing the local GGV, thereby allow
more efficient utilization of the discharge energy. Photocatalysis due to the presence of active
surfaces further channelize the emitted VUV photon energy into desired chemical process,
which may otherwise be wasted.

Study B. Value addition to CO2 Transformations
CO2 accumulation in the atmosphere and its aftereffects are major worldwide concerns. Thus,
selective gas-phase chemical conversion of CO2 to usable products continues to remain an
ever-engaging and challenging field of research.69 In our laboratory, gas-phase transformation
of CO2, in the absence and presence of various likely H-atom donating sources was
investigated. The latter included volatile organic compounds (straight-chain CnH2n+2, n = 6 –
12, and cyclohexane, which were suitably pre-mixed in the gas-phase) or solids (waste wax,
plastics and polymer beads etc. used either as electrode coating or as packing). CO2
concentration in Ar carrier was varied as 10 – 40 % (v/v), with total gas flow rate 150 - 300
mL min-1. Prominent gas phase products of utilitarian value included CO in the absence of
organics, and HCHO in the presence of various hydrocarbons. The maximum efficiency of
H-atom utilization was estimated ~15% of the total available. On the other hand, in presence
of solid organics while CO was released in the gas phase, in the ensuing chemical conversion,
the other product HCHO was adsorbed and was retained on such materials. The estimated
conversion efficiency of CO2 into HCHO was ~ 5%.70
Herein, after reactions (7) and (8), CO2 reactions (B1) - (B3) produced CO, O2 and O-atoms.
Ar* or h + CO2  CO2*†

(B1)

CO2*†  CO + O

(B2)

O + O (+Ar)  O2 (+Ar)

(B3)
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Fig.13. Relative CO yield with increase in energy input.

In the absence of a suitable H-atom source, the plot of CO yield vs. absorbed energy is
shown in Fig.13. The near 800 mJ maximum energy input relates to the most efficient
condition of CO2 transformation to CO, taking into account all other competing reactions that
may prevail (not shown), and also other energy loss channels such as vibrational deexcitation and ionization (not shown), which respectively show maximum efficiencies at
different REF values. However, in other cases when hydrocarbon species were also present,
to judge and optimize the various chemical transformations, the REF was varied over 30 –
110 Td range. In presence of organics in the gas stream, a fraction of the input energy got
diverted and used up for their decomposition and generation of suitable intermediates.
Therefore, the experimental conditions were set to ensure > 80% energy utilization for CO2
transformations. The remaining energy was utilized to extract H-atoms from hydrocarbons,
which together reacted to generate HCHO following the major reaction sequence (B4) – (B9).
Ar* + >CH-  >CH-* + Ar

(B4)

>CH- CP -CH-*

(B5)

>CH-*  >C- + H

(B6)

H + H  H2

(B7)

CO + H  HC=O

(B8)

HC=O + H  HCHO

(B9)

Overall generation of HCHO is compared in Fig.14 which relates to contributions
from various hydrocarbons that were mixed into the gas stream at different bath temperatures
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(Fig.10, experimental set up) due the differences in their volatility. Higher efficiency of
HCHO generation at reduced availability of H-atoms suggests possible loss of an increasing
fraction of the latter in competitive reaction (B7), when generated at higher levels. Higher
availability of H-atoms concurrently resulted in increasing yields of CH3OH and CH4 by
further reduction of a fraction of the product HCHO in reaction (B10). Reaction such as
(B11) always occurred to variable extents, leading to polymeric deposits on dielectric
surfaces, which needed to be removed periodically, depending on the reaction throughput.
HCHO + 2H  CH3OH + 2H  CH4 + H2O

(B10)

>C- + >C-  Dimeric Product

(B11)

Fig.14. Variations of the HCHO yields obtained with different hydrocarbons against their
estimated H-atom release abilities under various conditions. HV supplied at 50 Hz.

It was further observed that when the pyrex dielectric was coated either with a thin
layer of TiO2 or ZnO, the yield of CO increased by ~ 11%, mainly due to a photo-catalytic
effect.71 Such enhancement once again supports use of catalytic inorganic solid/ionic surfaces
for benefit in chemical transformations.

Conclusion of this study: Conversion of CO2 needs subtle and efficient control of input
energy. A portable device to generate CO online at high ppm concentrations can be designed
and used. Small premixed CO2 bottles would come very handy for such purpose. More
significantly, use of deadly poisonous CO cylinders may be totally prevented. On the other
hand, simultaneous production of value added organics from waste hydrocarbon materials is
quite efficient and easily achieved by using such material as packing within the CP reactor.
This would also address two issues related to the environment.
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Study C. Oxidative and Novel Transformations of Pollutant Benzene
Benzene, a carcinogenic aromatic atmospheric pollutant, is quite abundant locally (inside and
outside homes, cars etc.), and globally from use of fossil fuel and products made from it.
Chemically it is known to be a stable molecule, and only its C-H substitution reactions are
known, while the C6 aromatic ring backbone is generally preserved. Breaking this traditional
research mindset, for the first time we have achieved one-step chemical transformation of
benzene into small (C1 to C3) value-added products, thus revealing a hither-to-unknown
chemistry, and thereby revealing its novel mitigation process, both in the absence and
presence of various reactive and non-reactive materials. Keeping in view the typical ambient
pollution levels, a reaction medium comprising of 500 – 10,000 ppm (~1%) benzene, in the
absence or presence of O2 (2 – 40 %) was used, mimicking various pollution scenarios. It was
observed that in presence of O2, benzene conversion to products occurred at the maximum
level of ~ 30 % on or near dielectric or any packing surface, while gas-phase conversion
remained ~ 3 %. Various low volatile products included phenol and biphenyl, formed both in
the gas phase and as surface deposits. Other substituted phenols produced only as surface
deposits included Catechol, Hydroquinone, 2,2’-Biphenol, 2- and 4-phenylphenols, 4phenoxyphenol, which suggest the intermediacy of the phenyl radical, C6H5 as the primary
reactive precursor. Typical gas-phase results are included in Table 2.

In addition to reactions (7), (8), other reactions (C1) - (C11) occurred as follows:
Arn* + C6H6  C6H6* + nAr

(C1)

Arn+ + C6H6  C6H6+ + nAr

(C2)

C6H6*  C6H5 + H

(C3)

O + C6H6  C6H5 + OH

(C4)

C6H5 + C6H5  C6H5-H5C6 (biphenyl)

(C5)

C6H5 + O2  C6H5O2 (phenylperoxyl radical)    C6H5OH (phenol)

(C6)

C6H6 + OH  C6H6OH   (O2)   C6H5OH (+ HO2)

(C7)

H + O2  HO2

(C8)

C6H6+ + mC6H6  (C6H6)m+1+    polymeric products

(C9)

C6H5 + mC6H6  (C6H6)mH5C6    polymeric products

(C10)

C6H5 + OH  C6H5OH

(C11)
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Additional reaction (C12) in presence of excess oxygen occurred as:
O2* + C6H6  C6H6* + O2

(C12)

Table 2. Dependency of phenol and biphenyl generation on oxygen concentration for total
gas flow rate = 240 mL min-1, Va = 7.4 kV, [C6H6] = 1500ppm.
O2 (%)

Phenol (ppm) Biphenyl (ppb)

2–3

19

–

6.2

22

13

8.6

24

0.7

10

25.5

0.3

11.5

25

BDL

24

12

BDL

40

7

BDL

BDL=below detection limit

Generation of various substituted phenols, with the specific case of 4-phenoxyphenol
is shown as an example in Scheme 1. Such sequential free radical reactions in presence of O2
to form the peroxyl radicals, and subsequent scavenging of H-atom are well known. Other
substituted phenols as noted above were similarly generated, after initial phenyl or phenoxyl
radical attachment at C2 and C4 positions of phenol.
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Interestingly, when the gas gap was packed with MS10X granules, various open-chain
and multi-oxygenated compounds or polynuclear aromatics were formed in lieu of the above
products.72 These products are listed in Table 3. A slightly lower molecular size of C6H6
(~5Å para H-atoms’ distance) allowed its facile entry into the MS10X channels and cavities.
The cavity size even permitted simultaneous entry and residence of (maximum) two C6H6
molecules within it, thus increasing the residence time of reacting species formed
subsequently. Therefore, the list in Table 3 also includes species like naphthalene and
biphenylene produced from fusion of two parent derived radicals in different modes, which
happened under continued energy input. Wide varieties of products’ natures also suggest that
user control and tuning of discharge characteristics inside packing cavities and near surfaces
are possible to influence any chosen intermediate reactions therein, for potential management
of products’ type, vis-à-vis a pollutant’s mitigation.

Table 3. Comparison of various products identified in the ethanol washed solutions of
MS10X globules in presence of low and high concentrations of O2. (Common products are
shown in bold)
2% O2
(1-Methylethenyl)benzene
(Methylphenylacetyl)-benzene
3-Phenyl-2-propanal
Aceticacid phenyl ester
3-Phenyl-2-propenal
Naphthalene
(2,5-Cyclohexadienyl) benzene
(1,4-Cyclohexadienyl) benzene
Diphenylether
Biphenylene
2-Phenoxyphenol

14 % O2
5-Hydroxymethyl-2-furanone
2-Cyclohexene-1-ol
(1-Methylethenyl)benzene
2-Cyclopentene-1,4-dione
Diethyl ethanedionic acid
3,4-Dihydropyran
(Methylphenylacetyl)-benene
Phenylpentanoic acid
Ethyl-trans-2-pentenoate
2-Methylene-1-propionyl cyclopropane
3,4-Dimethyl-2-Cyclohexene-1-one

When C6H6 in Ar carrier was subjected to CP in the absence of O2, a significant yield
of CH4 was observed, at parent concentration < 2000 ppm.73 Detailed analysis suggests this
one-step, direct, and instantaneous chemical transformation of gas phase aromatic benzene to
aliphatic methane to be a first-time account, with yield of ~ 40 % of the limiting value (of self
contained H-atoms as other H-bearing chemicals were absent). Observations therein also
suggest that in our study carried out in argon carrier (unlike in He carrier used in another
study where only marginal hydrogenation to cyclohexadienes was reported74), in the absence
of another overt hydrogen-donating source, aromatic to aliphatic chemistry occurred due
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efficient transfer of energy to benzene molecules which induced dehydrogenation and
complete fracture of its backbone to the C1 stage, followed by continuous and appropriate
recombination of such fractionated parts with available free H-atoms available in the near
vicinity. The overall chemical transformation is represented as reaction (C13).
100C6H6 CP in Ar 60CH4 + 1.5C10.5H8.7 O + TAR

(C13)

As shown in Fig.15, the nonvolatile products got deposited on the surfaces as solid
mixture containing ~ 1.5% mainly hydrocarbons and some phenols (average formula
C10.5H8.7O), and remaining as tarry material (not analyzed). Trace amounts of moisture
present on pyrex dielectric surfaces contributed the OH radicals and some additional Hatoms, which suitably reacted with surface deposited parent and intermediates to produce the
oxygenated species. In most cases, > 90 % parent molecule conversion occurred, as
confirmed from GC analysis of gaseous product mixtures.

Fig.15: Comparison of dielectric electrode surface. Top: clean before experiment. Bottom:
solid grayish deposit after experiment.

Fig.16 compares similar CP chemistry of analogous parents like toluene and p-xylene
(with higher H:C ratio) with benzene. These were similarly subjected to DBD in Ar diluent
under similar experimental conditions. However, respective methane yields followed the
order: benzene > toluene > p-xylene, suggesting negligible contribution of the freed -CH3
group(s) as additional H-atom source.

During CP treatment of benzene in argon introduction of in-house developed TiO2
coated MS-13X pellets as packing material in the reactor drastically changed the nature of
products, though other experimental conditions remained quite similar to the case without
packing. For example, typically at 7.5 kHz AC frequency, Va = 2.3 kV mm-1, in 5 sec
acetylene was directly obtained as product in likely one-step decyclotrimerization reaction
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from 800 ppm benzene. The gaseous product mixture was analyzed as: remaining benzene ~
760 ppm, acetylene 113 ppm, methane 8 ppm, ethylene 1.6 ppm, without generation of nonvolatile deposits. Thus, benzene to acetylene conversion efficiency was > 90%. Higher
plasma treatment time (i.e. lower gas flow rates) proportionately reversed the product
acetylene to methane ratio. AC frequency at 50 Hz only reduced the overall benzene
conversion % into products, without significantly changing the above general conclusions.
Thus, highly ionic TiO2 coating with its photocatalytic ability allowed a change of products’
nature, which may profitably be adopted for any targeted application. This study also
highlights that for clear understanding and favorable deployment of such packing, the
intricate electrical changes at micro level vis-à-vis the discharge characteristics need to
adequately researched and compared with cases without such packing.

-1

Fig.16: Variations of product methane concentrations after DBD at 7.5 kHz, 2 kV mm , with
gas flow of 100 mL min-1 and 4.5 s residence time. Top: Vertical-axis Measured Value:
Methane ppm (--) remaining benzene ppm after DBD (--) and benzene decomposed %
(--). Bottom: Vertical-axis Measured Value (filled symbol for toluene and open symbol for
p-xylene): parent decomposition % (--) &(--), methane ppm (--) and (--), and parent
remaining (--) and (--).
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Conclusions from this study: This inimitable transformation proffers one-step and
instantaneous chemical conversion of aromatic hydrocarbons to open chain aliphatics, and is
a pointer for the need of its further testing and development in practical lines, to let it emerge
as an exploitable green tactic for conversion of typical aromatics to usable/useful products,
especially in the context of current global intents on undesirable pollutants alterations.

Study D. Reforming Cyclohexane to Lower Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbon fuel reformation is an ongoing research area wherein complex, long-chain and
cyclic hydrocarbons and heavy oils are conveniently broken down into small parts richer in
hydrogen (higher H:C ratio) to facilitate more complete oxidation, and therefore energyefficient utilization. Simultaneous pre-separation of the carbon-rich fraction therein as solid
soot or tarry material conveniently eliminates excess carbon which may otherwise burden the
environment or atmosphere when released either as CO2 or as unwanted carbon-rich (higher
C:H ratio) carcinogenic polycyclic aromatics. Frequently, hydrogen generation from
abundant natural gas is also discussed in this context. In addition to thermal techniques,
utilization of the efficient Cold Plasma technology as the alternative has gained considerable
recognition.75

Cyclohexane, present in gasoline mixtures, is used in many industries. As a result it
inadvertently gets released into the atmosphere from ICEs. Being a saturated, cyclic
compound it resists environmental degradation through normal atmospheric oxidative
reactions. Therefore, as a participating unreactive hydrocarbon it was deemed appropriate for
researching its reformation in Cold Plasma.76 In our measurements two types of products
were obtained: (a) small open-chain volatile hydrocarbons, and (b) cyclic oxy-compounds as
deposits on dielectric surfaces. Product concentrations depended both on the applied AC
frequency and Va. High frequency AC produced higher yield of methane, ethylene, acetylene
due to higher energy deposition rates. The OH radical, generated from ubiquitous dielectric
surface adsorbed moisture, acted as a reactive intermediary to produce related oxy-species
such as cyclohexanol, cyclohexanone and hydroxy-cyclohexanones in the non-volatile
surface layer mixture. The latter also included long chain and branched aliphatic
hydrocarbons ( C6). Interestingly, in presence of added 4% O2 (mimicking incomplete
hydrocarbon oxidation) such oxygenated products’ concentrations decreased, due to the
channeling out of a large fraction of input energy for O3 generation. Analyses of relative
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yields of various types of products suggest that few-1000 ppm concentrations of cyclohexane
(a scenario quite similar to unused hydrocarbon in ICE) may be suitably transformed in the
absence of oxygen into methane, implying a green chemistry route in utilitarian
transformation.

Typically, with Va = 4 kV at 5 kHz resulted in 98.5 % degradation of 2430 ppm
parent cyclohexane, the resulting gas-phase products included CH4 at 237 ppm, C2H4 at 5.5
ppm, C2H2 at 0.7 ppm. However, with continuing exposure to CP, ~ 20% decrease in
concentration of CH4 occurred even though the energy deposition rates remained constant at
~ 7.2 W. The chief reason for this behavior was the growing organic surface layer over the
dielectrics which continuously reduced GGV, and caused simultaneous reduction in available
energy for the desired chemical reactions. Typical reactions include (D1) – (D4).
Arn* + C6H12  nAr + C6H12* + C6H11 + H + C6H12+ + e-

(D1)

Arn+ + C6H12  C6H12+ + nAr

(D2)

C6H12*  C6H10 + H2

(D3)

C6H11 / C6H12+ DBD CnHm (+ H) DBD nC + mH

(D4)

Various nC and mH species recombined suitably to generate the observed products (aC +
bH  cCH4 + dC2H4 + eC2H2 + …). Relative high methane yield in comparison to ethylene
and acetylene suggests complete breakdown of a higher fraction the parent backbones mainly
to the C1 stage, which subsequently capture the requisite hydrogen atoms.
In presence of O2 the OH radical (and possibly also the HO2 radical) reactions (D5)
and (D6) occurred via the intermediacy of the O-atom, and therefore also involved some O3.
O + C6H12  C6H11 + OH  C6H11OH (localized reaction)

(D5)

H + O2  HO2

(D6)

In reaction (D6) O2 at high concentration efficiently scavenged a large fraction of the in situ
freed H-atoms from reaction (D4). Thus, methane yield decreased to a negligible level in
presence of O2. On the other hand the OH radical also participated in other reactions such as
H-atom scavenging/abstraction D7) or even addition to a center of unsaturation. Constant
presence of high amounts of O2 ensured formation of peroxyl type radicals in reaction (D8).
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OH + C6H10 and C6H12  HOC6H10 and H2O + C6H11

HOC6H10 / C6H11 + O2  HOC6H10O2 / C6H11O2

(D7)
(D8)

The C6H11O2 radical ultimately formed cyclohexanol by successive H-abstraction from
suitable –CH species, its O-O bond cleavage (generating OH radical), and another suitable
H-abstraction from the surrounding. On the other hand, the HOC6H10O2 radical in addition to
following steps as above, also dehydrated to form cyclohexanone, C6H10O in reaction (D9).
HOC6H10O2 + –CH species  HOC6H10O-OH  OH + HOC6H10O –CH species
HOC6H10OH  C6H10O + H2O

(D9)

Although the role of HO2 radical in similar H-abstraction reactions remains
speculative, any resulting H2O2 from its dimerization reaction D10 is expected to regenerate
the OH radical in reaction (D10) by photolysis by Arn* and O2* emitted VUV-UV.
HO2 + HO2  O2 + H2O2 h 2OH

(D10)

The oxy-species were retained on the surfaces due to lower volatility. Thus, with the
introduction of low % of oxygen in the reaction mixture, tuning of product nature was
conveniently achieved.

Conclusions from this study: Cold Plasma based one step online transformation of high
molecular weight hydrocarbons into hydrogen-rich small molecules and their use may not
only reduce atmospheric carbon related pollution considerably but also enhance the
pertained application process efficiency. Pre-separation of carbon-rich components may also
open up technology for appropriate recovery and use elsewhere.

Study E. Cold Plasma Kills or Modifies Bacterial Cells

A living biological cell is killed when its lipid wall is damaged beyond repairs. However, if
such injury is mild or temporary, then its repair attempts may allow the cell to survive. While
the cell wall is still open, i.e. not yet repaired, an extraneous material, e.g. DNA (as in
recombinant DNA technology), or a drug may be introduced or forced inside it. In modern
biotechnology such DNA introduction or cell transformation is the most critical procedure or
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key part in genetic engineering. Since transients generated in Cold Plasma include highly
reactive free radicals, under appropriate and controlled experimental conditions these may be
manipulated to diffuse and reach the cell walls, to interact with lipid layer selectively, and
perturb it sufficiently to create a temporary opening in the ordered structure. The hypothesis
of deployment of Cold Plasma for either killing or transformation needed to be verified as an
experimental method. Moreover, in the later case after introduction of any extraneous
material, appropriate repair of the cell walls to the original state also needed to be verified.
With these objectives, various experimental arrangements were researched for use with small
volume samples. Subsequently the best compact arrangement was constructed and tested,
proving the applicability of Cold Plasma methodology, indicating its further possible
extension to include derivation of transgenic bacteria, plant and animal cells.

Fig.17. Cold Plasma based equipment and its applicability in killing E Coli.

In Fig.17, left the table-top system developed and used is shown. It works with few
watts power consumption and allows use of 1 drop (~ 50 L) or few mL sample volume on a
glass plate. In Fig. 17, right typical results obtained with E Coli are summarized, wherein the
efficacy of Cold Plasma to kill is clearly revealed. At various dilutions, 5 min treatment
reduced the colony strength by ~ 95%, while at 2 min it reduced by 50%. In another specific
and controlled use, alternately introduction of plasmid DNA into E. Coli cells was also
achieved, demonstrating dual applicability with subtle changes in experimental design and
approach.77-79 Our simple equipment design is cost-efficient, while its applicability matches
in performance with commonly deployed more expensive commercial equipment, which uses
elaborate arrangement for creating pulsed DC electric field of 15 to 20 kV/cm, and also
requires at least few mL sample in its especially designed cell.
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Conclusions from this study: Further demonstration with other types of biological cells
including plant and human cells / cell lines if successful, would allow this simple and
convenient technology to be adopted and used widely.

Study F. Cold Plasma Sheath Brush (CPsB)
In Dielectric Barrier Volume Discharge (Fig.2, left) the Cold Plasma sheath encompassing
reactive transients remain confined within the discharge gap whose boundaries are set by the
charged dielectric surfaces’ area, and the gap width. This configuration works adequately to
allow occurrence of various types of in situ multiphase chemistry. However in cases wherein
materials and reaction surfaces of irregular and/or large size, shape etc. need to be treated, the
usability of Volume discharge reactors may get restricted due to the available narrow gap of
few mm. The co-planar single dielectric layer Surface discharge approach (Fig.2, right)41
assists to overcome such limitations. Herein, as shown in Fig.18, two options are available.

Fig.18. Co-planar single dielectric layer Surface discharge with a flat dielectric (left) and
cylindrical dielectric (right).
The first option shown in Fig.18, left is of flat geometry, and quite unambiguous.
Herein, two oppositely charged metal strips are fixed on one surface (e.g. bottom) of a thin
dielectric plate and connected to HV & GND potentials respectively with adequate insulation
from each other’s direct influence. The discharge occurs on the reverse surface (top) within
an area primarily defined by the discharge width gd (the gap of few mm between the metal
plates fixed below) and length ln set by the strips’ size. A suitable and steady gas flow in the
surrounding volume is required for plasma generation, which hovers close to the dielectric
surface, within a thickness of 1 - 2 mm. A flexible value of ln sets the active plasma area to
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meet user needs, making surface treatment of substrates quite convenient. A movable plasma
assembly may be used over a larger surface area. Alternately, the sample may be put on
conveyer type arrangement under the fixed active area for similar use.

The other surface geometry is of closed cylindrical type, wherein the in situ generated
Cold Plasma Sheath needs be brought out for ex situ use. A design shown in Fig.18, right
may be made using a common dielectric tube with its internal (gas-gap) diameter, ra ~ 3 to 6
mm. In its fabrication, two metal rings are positioned few mm apart with a gap, gd ~ 4 to 6
mm and tightly fitted over the dielectric tube, with adequate insulation from direct mutual
influence. The ring at earthed potential is placed close to the tube exit (~ 3 mm from edge).
After breakdown, at low gas flow rates the ensuing plasma mainly remains enclosed inside
the small discharge zone volume (magnitude = gd(ra/2)2). However, if the gas flow rate
is increased sufficiently to reach an exit speed of 50 cm.s-1 or higher, the luminous sheath
gets pushed out of the dielectric tube enclosure and its ex situ length starts increasing. Since
the expected gas-phase lifetimes of various reactive species within the sheath generally are in
s to ms time scale, after exiting the tube a large fraction of these survive in the open long
enough to cover a distance of few cm beyond tube exit, becoming available for ex situ use.

In the context of its intended operation, it was observed that employing stepped up
HV at 50 Hz (using a transformer) was not sufficient for noticeable creation of an ex situ
plasma sheath, mainly because the in situ energy deposition rate in mW proved too low to
produce sufficient concentrations of reactive or luminous species. For successful and
continuous production of a strong and steady painting brush like plasma sheath tip the Va
needed to be supplied at kHz frequency to deposit energy at the rate of few watts. Based on
these requirements, a compact and dedicated table-top 20 kV-20 KHz-25 W AC power
supply was fabricated in collaboration with Technical Physics Division of BARC. Its output
could be varied continuously to supply electrical energy as per need.

In Fig.19, left an working Cold Plasma Sheath Brush (CPsB) made from a 2 mm
thick alumina pipe of gas-gap diameter (ra) of 6 mm is shown. Currently, mono-atomic
helium or argon was chosen as the purge gas. With helium flow rate of 5 Lpm, a 3 cm Plasma
plume length was routinely obtained at the tube exit, which could be spread uniformly and
used over a non-volatile sample of area ~ 0.4 cm2. The CPsB energy consumptions were
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measured from standard Lissajous’ plots. At few Lpm gas flow rates the exit gas temperature
remained below 35 C. The plume length also remained persistent and stable, and increased
proportionally with gas flow rates at a constant Va. For application of the chemically reactive
tips of CPsB systems over different types of ex situ samples, a suitable irradiation
arrangement comprising of a conveyer belt based sample changing facility, with sample port
positioned below the brush was also fabricated. It could be operated with variable speed
control, and was also usable for either batch wise or continuous mode contact as per
requirements.

Fig.19. Cold Plasma Sheath Brushs. (a) Left: Brush tip 30 mm with He flowing rate 5 Lpm
@ 20 kHz, 4.0 kVp AC supplied to the power ring; (b) Right: Brush tip 30 mm with He
flowing rate 11 Lpm, @ 20 kHz, 4.5 kVp AC.

Success in fabrication and use of the single plume CPsB, motivated us to design and
build a combo CPsB (cCPsB), by tightly packing five CPsBs made from individual pyrex
tubes of wall thickness 1 mm and gas-gap diameter (ra) 4 mm. Enclosing the insulated
combo pack in a gas-tight housing for easy use also ensured that its operation was
accomplished with a common HV supply line. In Fig.19, right working set of five plumes
from this combo model, each of 3 cm length at 4 mm exit diameter (right) is shown. Herein
the plumes could be used over a sample surface area of 4.5 cm2. At gas flow rate of ~ 11
Lpm, the power consumption remained within 7 to 8 W, compared to the single CPsB
operation at ~ 3 W and at 5 Lpm gas flow rate.
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While the CPsB sheaths are conveniently illuminated due to the constant ongoing
photo de-excitation of various transient species like atoms, ions, clusters etc. exiting the
physical discharge volume, its emission color in the present case was defined by the nature of
the major component, e.g. He. The color of the plasma plumes in Fig. 19 however represent
only the emission detected in the visible range of 400 – 700 nm, while UV and IR emissions
from these were missed by the eye (or the digital camera). More reliable and complete check
for the presence of various reactive free radical intermediates were obtained from Optical
Emission Spectroscopic (OES) measurements, under different conditions such as changing
gas flow rates in the absence and presence of other additives like moisture, O2, or other
reactants, and Va.

Fig.20. OES of various gases and mixtures measured at the tube exit for: He flow rate at 2.8
Lpm (top-left); water vapor saturated He flow rate at 2.8 Lpm (top-right); Ar flow rate at 2.75
Lpm mixed with water vapor saturated He flow rate at 50 mLpm (bottom). In all cases the
gas exit velocity was ~ 1 ms-1.
In Fig.20, OES from some selected measurements are shown. Comparison of OE
spectra with its database records typically revealed the presence of reactive transients like Hatom (at 656 nm), O-atom (777, 844), OH radical (308), Hen+ (388, 391, 706.5, and 791)
and additional Arn+ (line cluster near 750 etc.) in the plasma plumes. The OE due to H and O
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atoms and OH radical gained in intensity in presence of added moisture and O2 in the
flowing gas stream. Emissions of H-atom and OH radical in presence of added moisture
(compare top two figures for He without and with moisture) also increased substantially in Ar
than in He (compare top right and bottom), suggesting more efficient transfer of energy from
Ar derived reactive intermediates to H2O molecule. These measurements were made with
SOLAR TII, Ltd dual grating spectrometer Model SL40-2-3648USB with 3648 pixel CCD
detector, its spectral range being 200 – 1100 nm (First channel : 200-600 nm with grating 600
l/mm, blazed at 300 nm, spectral resolution < 1.5 nm; Second channel: 600-1100 nm with
grating 600 l/mm, blazed at 750 nm, spectral resolution < 1.5 nm. Simultaneous online
energy consumption measurement revealed proportional enhancement of energy consumption
with concentration of moisture in the gas mixture. Reproducible results suggest stable and
persistent plumes at a selected gas flow rate and applied high voltage. Currently, we are
designing, fabricating, and testing other models of CPsB for any eventual application.

Conclusions from this study: Use of of CPsBs demonstrates ex situ usability and
applicability of the plasma, for chosen systems. The design with tubular dielectric and high
gas flow is more user friendly, especially for treatment of irregular solids and surfaces.

Study G. Adhesion Promotion: Making Polymer Surface Hydrophilic
Most of the polymeric materials in everyday use are organic, and after-use disposals need
elaborate efforts. Generally a polymer surface is created hydrophobic (absence of surface
unsaturation or O, N atoms); thereby it remains dry. As a result however it resists surface
growth of bacteria or other microorganisms or remains unexposed to hydrophilic reactive
chemicals present in the environment. In effect therefore, after its intended use, a discarded
polymer causes cumulative pollution of the environment due to its non-existent natural
microbial or chemical degradation. It is expected that suitable chemical modification of
surfaces of such polymers and transformation into hydrophilic type without changing its bulk
property, may open up natural degradation routes by allowing bacterial growth or chemical
attack onto the surface, causing eventual erosion.

Introduction of hydrophilicity on polymer surfaces require creation of O-atom
containing groups such as C-OH, >C=O, -CH=O, -C(O)-OH etc. (or with N atoms) from
mainly C-atom containing C-R types. Presence of surface bonds with O- or N-atoms
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increase the surface wettability due to hydrogen bonding with water molecules, which assist
in surface moisture accumulation and assist in the subsequent steps discussed above.
Experimentally, water drop contact angle measurement is a convenient method to study
surface wettability property following the Young-Dupré equation.80 In addition, comparative
FTIR measurements of untreated and treated surfaces quickly reveal creation of such surface
functional groups. For example, in Fig.21 typical contact angle measurement results for a 0.5
mm thick polythene sample exposed to 50 Hz Ar Cold Plasma for 2 min is shown, wherein
the contact angle of 98 before treatment was reduced to 58, in presence of mainly C-OH
and C=O bonds introduced on the surface, as confirmed separately from FTIR measurements
(not shown). Thus, Cold Plasma treatment, in situ or ex situ, emerges as a convenient
method, especially if any other types of surface modification are desired. In such cases, the
neutral carrier gas needs to be seeded with suitable chemicals, to help create appropriate free
radicals for ultimate surface bonding.

Fig.21. Decrease in water drop contact angle after bonding of O-atoms on polymer surface.

Conclusions from this study: Polymer surface treatment with chosen chemicals in any
diluent gas is possible with the use of CPsB. Thus, a variety of chemical modification can be
introduced, including cleaning of substrate surface by adding few % moisture or O2 in the
diluent. Similarly, a hydrophilic surface may also be converted into hydrophobic type by
adding hydrocarbons in the diluent gas to replace C-O bonds with C-C and C-H types.

Study H. Transition from Hot to Cold Plasma for High Throughput
In the studies reported so far, when a CP reactor of any type was used the electrical power
consumption remained close to few watt or lower in most cases, which translated into
chemical changes at M to mM levels. Hence, to increase product yield or throughput, a
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number of such reactors were needed to work in parallel. This simple parallel processing
protocol adequately meets the global industrial ozone generation demands, reaching a level ~
109 kg yr-1. However, for a need in smaller scales, high reaction throughput can be achieved
by another novel process with a single unit, outlined below.

An arc (hot plasma) between two metal surfaces if rapidly cooled with deployment of
high volume gas flow, may get transformed into pseudo Cold Plasma conducive for
chemistry, thus presenting a scenario wherein higher wattage (kW) of energy usage translates
into significantly higher amounts of products. Such an arrangement is commonly known as
“Gliding Arc”.81 In an enclosed chamber, a suitable Va initiates an arc discharge at a narrow
gap between two diverging metal surfaces. The arc is instantly pushed over the diverging
surfaces with a velocity of ~ 10 ms-1 by high volume gas flow, thus lengthening the arc
column as Va increases to its peak level. However, beyond a critical arc length heat losses
from its channel exceed the instantaneous energy supplied by the power source, and the
resulting (hot) plasma cools down and transforms into a non-equilibrium (cold) state. As a
result, the gas temperature decreases below 1000 K while gas conductivity is maintained by
electrons of temperature ~ 1 eV (11 000 K). Repetitive arc generation as per applied AC
frequency, and its subsequent cooling in the reactor while gliding divergently generates ~
70% non-equilibrium conditions akin to Cold Plasma, and chemical reactions as explained
before start proliferating within.82

Fig.22. Gliding arc reactor for high-volume gaseous reactions.

So far, reports of gliding arc reactors in the published literature have discussed only
2D models. We have recently designed and fabricated a 3D gliding arc reactor from stainless
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steel for deployment at gas flow rates of 10 Lpm or higher. Fig.22 describes its design and
working scheme. In it, a 2 mm diameter steel rod represents the central HV electrode, while a
conical diverging section with cone diameter of 4 mm, base diameter of 50 mm, and height of
30 mm was grounded. In it the available gas volume of ~ 15 mL was packed with 4 mm
diameter balls of MS13X, mainly to reduce the gas volume by half, and to make the plasma
uniform. The arc struck at the base in the 1 mm gap between electrode surfaces, and rapidly
moved up due to gas flow from the bottom. Our preliminary tests have been encouraging, and
further evaluation is in progress.

Conclusions from this study: To achieve Cold Plasma conditions, even an arc representing
the entirely different physical conditions of Hot Plasma may also be rapidly transformed by
suitably controlled increase of gas flow, thus utilizing the utilitarian property in both, i.e.
high throughput of the latter and chemical transformations in the former.

Conclusions
While transitory chemical reactions initiated with in situ generated Cold Plasma constituents
mimic the changes that occur consequent to the absorption of ex situ generated radiation (eand -ray) and photochemical energy (UV-Vis-IRmulti-photon), by virtue of its simple,
convenient, and inexpensive Dielectric Barrier Discharge based generation methodology and
wider multiphase applicability, its science and technology could be suitably employed to
carry out not only the common or mundane chemistry, but also research for new atypical
chemistry, which were linked to various utilitarian possibilities. Worldwide, ever increasing
popularity of Cold Plasma based chemistry is also judged from various scientific and
technical discussions and presentations in regular meets, workshops and conferences.83 A
modest expenditure incurred on a reactor design and fabrication, combined with freely
availability of basic supporting hardware like HV supply makes this technology quite useful
for initiating research and seek answers in yet challenging domains in the subjects of green
chemistry, biology and health, pollution control and mitigation, catalysis, organic synthesis,
surface modification, nano-science, industry etc. A vast array of available literature
elaborates its technical details, past success, and also likely challenges to be met in future
research.84-86 India, for unknown reasons, however have remained in the backseat, with few
sporadic contributions and minimal technological developments in this direction. This report
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details why we have endeavored to initiate and contribute in this exciting subject, and from
the modest success achieved, we further aim to popularize this methodology by inducing its
participation and successful use in your respective areas of research. It may be noted that
even today only minimal details of Cold Plasma temporal behavior under various generation
conditions have been probed in detail. Keeping in view the unlimited possibilities in an
experimental design and selectivity of any reaction type or medium, a vast research area
therefore beacons both experimental and theoretical chemists and physicists, to contribute
and unravel the underlying mysteries therein. The authors anticipate readers’ participation for
possible initiation of appropriate Cold Plasma R&D in their laboratory.
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Fig. 23. Future Plans: Transient Characterization for Reaction Mechanism

The diagram summarizes various Cold Plasma Laboratory facilities currently in use for
steady-state measurements (right hand side), as detailed in the text, and being built for future
pulsed studies (left hand side). The “Chemical Systems” constitute various types of systems,
single or multiphase, for testing in controlled environments. These would be exposed to Cold
Plasma generated in pulsed mode (nano to microsecond duration), and the transients to be
characterized by various optical detection techniques, such as UV-Vis-near IR Kinetic
Spectrophotometry (KS), Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF), and Optical Emission
Spectroscopy (OES), e.g. Fig. 20. These detection methods are time-tested and are in use in
Pulse Radiolysis and Flash Photolysis experimental facilities in BARC and elsewhere. The
uniqueness of this setup would be its ability to handle heterogeneous matrix of various types.
The expected completion date is by XIIth Plan end, and to achieve it the HV DC Power
Supply is being fabricated in collaboration with RRCAT, for pulse amplitudes up to 30 kV
and duration of few hundred ns to microseconds.
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